
IV CQMMNICATIONS AND R TED PROJECTS

A MODULATION STUDIMS SPECTRUM UTILIZATION EFFICIENCY OF POWER UTILIZATION
SIGNAl-TO-NOISE RATIOS

Description of work In the June 30th Report a description was given of a study

being made to determine the relative advantages of the various systems of modulation

which might be employed for communication The study includes evaluation of effi-

ciency of spectrum utilization, power utilization, signal-+o-noise ratios, distortion,

and so on Since the last report considerable information has been obtained

1 Modulation Studies

Staff W G Tuller
T P Cheatham, Jr
v R Kretzmer

Status Signal-noise analyses have been made on many systems of modulation, including

all those discussed in the June 30 progress report This work has been done by a

metnod which, it is believed, brings out the physical nature of the noise reduction

process The results agree in general form with taose arrived at by the investigator

(Z Jelonek of England) whose analvsis seems most accurate, but differ in a multi-

plying numerical constant by at most ;2 Work is now going on to resolve this

trouble, as it has been learned that experimental work done on pulse phase modulation

checks the Jelonek formula No record of other experimental checkcs has been found

The analyses mentioned above have also been converted to a form making

them suitable for use in analysis of television sound systems

A beginning has been made on an analysis of transmission of intelligence

through noise This analysis is being put on a very broad base, and done along the

lines indicated in "The Application of the Hartley Law to Time Modulation" a paper

presented before the IRE-URSI meeting in Washington last spring It is believed that

such an analysis can be made to show the advantages, if such exist, of such compli-

cated systems as pulse code modulation without requiring a laborious and highly

specialized analysis of the detailed modulation processes Novel viewpoints of the

general transmission problem are being arrived at which should justify the new

approach

A pulse amplitude modulation decoder and receiver gate and dunk pulse

generator have been built The gate and dunk pulse generator have been tested,

while the decoder is completely wired and tested up to the "box-car" generator The

decoder is of the type that converts amplitude modulated pulses into amolitude

modulated "box-cars", or long pulses separated by a very short interval The modu-

lation frequency is then filtered from the box-car train
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2 Si~nal-to-goise Ratios

Staff W G Tuller
T P Cheatham Jr

Status 1 The design construction and experimental testing of an

adjustable bandwiath discriminator utilizing a cathode follower (constant voltage

source) as the driving stage preceding the discriminator has been completed Results

are desc-ibed in Technical Report No 6

2 Analysis and experimental testing of various conventional

limiters used in f-m receivers have been started The analysis and study are being

extended to the i-f stages, discriminator and de-emphasizer circuits since it is

found there is a contributing effect from these It is planned eventually to extend

the study and analysis of limiters in f-m receivers to "noise-limiters" for all systems

of high-fiequency communications, including the variou pulse type systems

3 A unique method of obtaining experimentally the transient

effects of the various types of interference on the main carrier signal has been

devised The equipment used consists mainly of an A/R scope and a ME-3 test pulser

with the pulser modified for double triggering and for the frequency under considera-

tion By using the strobe trigger of the A/R scope, it is possible to obtain both

a d-c pulse and a pulsed carrier, each being separately variable in duration and

amplitude Since the pulsed carrier is coherent, it is possible to move the d-c pulse

through the carrier in time phase and hence study the transient effect At present

the method is being used to study impulse-noise response in an f-m receiver, but it is

obviously flexible in its application since the d-c pulse can be used to trigger other

noise or interfering sources and the pulsed carrier can be frequency or amplitude

modulated

3 _Puse Modulation Studies

Staff W G Tuller
E R Kretzmer

Status As previously reported, (Final Report June 30 1946), harmonic analyses

have been carried through whereby it is possible to predict the distortion inherently

produced in pulse-width and pulse-position modulation systems A report summarizing

this work has been written and is being submitted for publication in the Proceedings

of the Institute of Radio Engineers

A spectrum analysis has been made of a step-function-approximated intelli-

gence wave Such a wave occurs in pulse-amplitude modulation and may also be

useful in certain other analyses This type of problem arises whenever an intelli-

gence wave is sampled at discrete intervals, and it is therefore a fundamental problem

in connection with pulse modulation The work done on the simplest type of step-

approximation has been summarized in a report It is intended to carry out analyses

of more involved types, the results of which may be applicable to special types of
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pulse modulation, such as pulse-code modulation

The operation of the components of the 10 kc pulse generator mentioned

in the Final Report of June 30 1946, has been examined in detail and some modifi-

cations have been made The circuit has beer tested and found to operate satisfac-

torily

An experimental analysis, component by component, of a ten-clannel pulse-

position modulation receiver has been begun This receiver, intended for use with

the above-mentioned genexator, has one channel built up completely but begins with

video rather than r-f stages A utop-and-bottom" limiter using two high back

voltage crystals such as type 1- 3 4 , has been devised for use in the video stages

and has been incorporated in the receiver This circuit neatly slices the pulses

at two predetermined volt.Lge levels without causing any appreciable increase in the

rise and drop time of the pulses which is a fraction of a microsecond The analysis

of the receiver is to be cont3nued

IV B STABILIZED OSCILLATOR PROBLEMS

Staff Professor T S Gray
W C Galloway
F P Zaffarano

Description of prolgct Since stable frequency sources are vitally necessary for

both communications systems and more sophisticated research in the microwave region,

efforts to improve existing systems of stabilization are continuing

Status. The analysis of the components comprising the feed-back loop of a micro-

wave i-f, stabilized oscillator has been continued An approximation has been

made to the system response and the characteristics and limitations of most of the

components are known Experimental checrs are still to be made on some of the

calculations

A two-stage, 30 megacycle, i-f amplifier of calculated and experimentally

verified performance has been constructed for use in the study of system phase

response

In line with the development of an i-f amplifier to be used for modulated

carrier systems such as this frequency stabilized oscillator a four-stage, 30 mega-

cycle i-f amplifier is being constructed This amplifier consists of identical,

center-tuned, low Q stages Further investigation is contemplated of an optimum i-f

amplifier design to give the required phase shift versus frequency response Stagger-

tuned and double-tuned amplifiers will be considered to determine what improvement

over the center-tuned circuit is possible

A first model of a full-wave 30 megacycle, phase detector has been con-

structed which should increase the frequency response and ripple frequency by factors

of two over the half-wave detector used at present The proposed tests of this unit

will determine if the improved performance outweighs the additional complexity It is
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also hoped that the complexi*y oi this type of phase detector can be reduced

A tentat.le goal has been set for a stabilized 3 cm system that' is

stabilived for frequency deviations at a rate up to 2 megacycles A short-'ime,

center-frequercy stability of one par' in 10
8 is desired

Modulat.on investigations can then be made of this system Design w.ll

be basea on a 400 kilocjcle peak devat.on which is the maximum compatible with the

discriminator bandwidth These investigations are expecte. to indicate the most

feasible manner of introducing modulation

IV C MULTIPATF TRAISISSIONS

Staff Professor L 3 Arguimbau
J Granlund

Description of work As stated in the report of June 30 1946, pages 64-65, a project

is under way to stucy the relative desirability of various types of modulation under

fading conditions caused by multipath transmission

Status Since the last repor the main equipment has been made to function satis-

factorily and preliminary measurements have been made Unfortunately trouble has

been ex-eriencem with the conventional signal generators used with the equipment The

amplitude-moculated signals supplied by the various commercial generators available are

also frequercy-modulated by at least 10 kilocycles Similarly the only frequency-

modulation generator available in the laboratory cannot be used with a pre-emphasized

dev.ation of more than 10 - 15 kilocycles Steps are being taken to remedy these

dil ficulties

Enough has been done to indicate that the method is a satisfactory one for

studying the effects of fading, but it is too early to draw any practical conclusions

from the worl as the low deviation ratios and low amplitude-modula'ion percentages

ob*ainable from our equipment are not representative So far tests have been restricted

to the transmission of speech and music but consideration is being given to an extension

of the study to include television

IV D CIRCUIT PROBLEMS

1 Synchronouq OpeRation of Magnetrons

Staff R M Fano

Status. The problem of operating a number of magnetrons in synchronism has come

up recently in connection with the design of the microwave linear accelerator discus-

sed on pages 24- 33 of this report The synchronous operation of magnetrons, however,



may have a much wider field of application because it offers an alternative solution

to the problem of designing more powerful magnetrons

It is well known that a magnetron can be represented to a first approxima-

tion by means of a parallel tuned circuit shunted by a negative conductance When the

tube is oscillating, the total admittance, including the load admittance, measured at

the terminals of the negative conductance must be zero This condition determines the

power output as well as the frequencj of oscillation, since the negative conductance

depends on the output r-f voltage

When a system contains more than one magnetron the same type of representa-

tion can be uqea, but in this case one has to deal with a non-linear problem In

fact, tie values of the negative conductances must be such that the total admittance

between any tuo nodes is zero and moreover, the co responding r-f output voltages

must be consistent with one another This last constraint complicates considerably

any analj;is but on tke other hand prevents the s.stem from oscillating in most of

the undesired modes One must remember, however, that the system may oscillate

simultaneously at two or more different frequencies although this situation is not

likely to occur when the magnetrons are closely coupled to one another

Another consideration of importance is the stability of the operation of a

system with respect to changes of the load impedances, of the lengths of the connecting

lines, etc If a system is designed to operate at a given frequency with all the

magnetrons delivering their ratea power a small change of the system results, in

general, in a change of frequency and a redistribution of the 1 ad between the magne-

trons If the change is too large, the magnetrons may not be able to readjust them-

selves to the nek condit-ons for instance one magnetron may not be able to supply the

required overload What happens in this case, it is hard to say, probably the system

would spark over at some point

The above discussion indicates that the connecting lines should be made as

little frequency-sensitive as possible This amounts to saying that the presence of

standing waves should be avoided and that the line lengths should be made short and

an integral number (even or odd, depending on the case) of quarter waves long These

principles have been applied to the s3 stem shown schematically in Figure 1 The

numbers indicate normalired conauctances The internal loads and the magnetrons are

Yo

Figure 1
Figure 1
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connected to the main guide by means of matched T junctions that is of junctions

which present a match in the leg of the T when the two arms are properly terminated

Figure 2 shows the equivalent circuit for one of these T junctions The system of

Figure 1 is a modification of a scheme developec by Everhart in connection witn the

2 I

SIDEAL TRANSFORMER
WITH TURNS RATIO 2 I

Figure 2

design of a microwave accelerator The analysis of this system was carried out as

follows The last magnetron was represented together with the terminating conduct-

ance, by an admittance Yn(w, Vn), where w is the frequency and Vn  is the r-f

volto ,e across the tuned circuit The admittance Yn and the voltage Vn were then

transferred along the structure to obtain the admittance Yn l(w, Vn1 ) measured at

the terminals of the next magnetron of which Vn- 1 is the output voltage Proceecing

in the same manner along the structure one obtains finally the admittance Y(W Vo0 )

The zeros of this admittarce represent possible modes of oscillation of the system

The analysis was carried out assuming that the negative conauctance of the

magnetrons (all icentical) was inversely proportional to the output r-f voltage In

order to use the actual characteristics of the magnetrons, one must follow a graphical

procedure similar to the analytic procedure described above This analysis shows that

the effect of the connecting lines is relatively small, so that only one mode of oscil-

lation is possible in a 2 band centered at the normal frequercy of operation of the

magnetrons A three magnetron structure of this type was operated satisfactorily by

the "Microwave Accelerator" group

2 Microwave Filters

Staff R M Fano

Status our-cavit. x-band filler Further tests and theoretical computations

have been performed on a band-pass filter built a year ago at the Radiation Labora-

tory in collaboration with Dr A W Lawson This filter consists of four--ectangu-

lar cavities couple. by quarter-ave sections of guide The measured values of the

insert.on loss of this filter checked very well (roughly within experimental error)

with the curve computed from the physical dimensions and the measured values of the

unloaded Q of the cavities These results have been incorporated in a report written



in collaboratioil vth Dr Lawson *

Jd-lass flter uai a tEree-rgod ayfg A cavity resopa+cr wh ch

behaved like a tuo cavil' filtei was dexelopea at the Radiation Laboratory in col-

laboration w.th Dr A W Lawson The same orirciple has now been e-tended to the

design of a cavity which beaves ±ike a three-cavity band-pass filter The cavity i

of the circular clindrical type and is so dimensioned that tie TM0 ,1, 0 mode and

the two degenerate TE1 1,1 modes have the same resonance frequency (see Figuxe 1)

TE IIIII TE1 , TMO o

Figure 1

The input and output gaides are coupled only to the tao TE1 1 1
Figure 2 Thus no power can be transmitted through the cavity if

between the input and output irises is neglected However if the

moaes as sl-own in

the direct coupling

tuo "TIl 1,1 modes

KJ
Figure 2

are coupled inside the cavit3 to the TM0 1,0 mode by means for instance of the two

screws shown in Figure 2 tne cavi'x becomes equivalent to the circuit of Figure 3 in

* Fano R M , Microwave Filters Using Quarter Wave Coupling, NDRC Division 14,
Research Laboratory of Elect-onicD, Massachusetts Institite of Technology Tecnical
Report No 3, June 28 1946
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Figure 3

whion the three loops are taned to the same frequency This equivalent ci-calt is

recognized as a triple- + n Ad filter The two screws take the place of the t'wo mutaal

inaactances A42 This three-mode cavi'y has not yet been tested because of the present

lacz of a suitable sweepl-frequencj oscillator which was found to be an almost indis-

pensable tool for the line-un of the two-moue cavity

3 ilicrowave Swept Frequency Oscillator

Staff Professor J B Wiesner
R M Fano
H M Bollinger

Description of work To facilitate research on microwave components it is desirable

to have a wice band sweep frequercy oscillator with sufficient accuracy to permit

measurement and adjustments of components without resorting to point b5 point

measurements It is the purpose of thiq project to develop such a device

Status Tests have been made on a cavity-tuned 10 cm oscillator (723B), showing that

wita constant reflector-voltage, a ro atable plunger in the cavity varies the output

frequency a maximum of 0 7 cm Power outpul over this range when operating into a

well-padded broad-band thenristor detector varies aboat 5 db At constant cavity

resonance a change of 20 volts in reflector voltage is sufficient to swing outout

power from minimum to maximum in one mode, power and frequency vary about 5 db and 0 1

cm res-ectively over this range The shape of the output mode curve has a marked

dependence on plunger posi'ion in the cavity

Design of a broad-band direct.onal-coapler has been considered, from data

in EL Rsport 724, a brancned-coax type has been decided on, and construction of suca

a unit is now in progress in the shop Over a 10% band of output frequencies the

coutling coefficieat of this device should vary less than 0 5 db

Preliminary tests on an alternate scheme to maintain constant output power

have been made This method involves the use of a magic T in the output waveguide,

variation in power being obtained by impedance changes in the side arms of the T,

fith a matched load in one side arm of the coaxial T and a thermistor fed from the

amplified and rectified output of a directional-coupler preceding the T in the other

side arm this system provides a small improvement in power stability Because of

the poor frequencj cnaracteristics of the coupler and crystal detectors used in the

test and the unknown frequency response of the coaxial-type magic T, resulte of the

test are Inconclusive but the scheme appears to hold some promise of success
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IV E A STUDY OF TRA S IETT PHENOMNA IN GUIDED WAVFS

Staff M V Cerrillo

In the mathematical study of the transient phenomena in wave guides a

theorem was found which permits tle eialation of soLe inverse Laplace transforms

This theorem, of general claracter seems to be very suitahle for the solution of

certain problems of wave propagation in dispersive media It was auplied to the

evaluation of some involved inverse transforms encountered in connection with wave

guide studies

Let f(t k) be a single valued function of the independent variables t and

k and sucl that b. hypothesis it has the properties

f(t

40

f(tk)

for

for

St k

t>k

can be different from zero

and the same for partial derlvitives up to n order

3 The inverse transformation

f(t k) - 2Tri

c+i m

F(s k)e tds exists and it is known

c-ic

an + n + (-1)
t tn-16k 21

c+i oo
s nF(s k)

2fri 
j

atn-k
2 + n f(t k)= (t,k)=

kn

+ nsn- 1 k)(sk) + (1 n-' )(s k)

+ + ((n)(s,k) estds
k) I
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This new transform between brackets inside the integrjl has an impo-tant property

Suppose that the original transform F(s L) goes as L when s-. o, the new one

goes as -n when s-- ~o
a

In some problems on propagation in disDersive media 7(s k) has te fom

-kFj (s)
F(s k) =

F2 (s)

In this case the above result has the simple form

p+i o st-kFl (s)
p(t k) = --L-1F(8) n edas
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